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War between Germany and Russia  
 

Shabes, dem 20tn Yuni. der tog iz ayngetunkn in 
vareme shtraln fun der zun. 
 
 
di luft iz shtikndik. di gasn zaynen kimat pust. fun 
tsayt tsu tsayt loyft eyner farbay, fokhndik mit a 
tashn-tikhl ibern ponim. di arbeter arbetn vi 
shtendik. nor di shererayen zaynen ful mit 
ofitsirn un komisarn. ale vartn in der ray, zikh tsu 
zetsn oyf a razir-shtul unter der nul-mashinke. 
yeder fregt, vos es hot do pasirt, vos inmitn 
shabes epes azoy fil ofitsirn in shereray? un 
yeder vert opgeshoyrn oyf glat. der polkovnik 
gefint zikh oykh tsvishn di vartndike un er shert 
op di groye kurtse hor, oyf glat  
 
-vos iz dos? hobn ale farbaygeyer gefregt eyns 
bay s’andere un keyner hot nisht gevust vos tsu 
entfern. 
nor nokh mitik iz dem shtetl shoyn geven klor, 
farvos di militer-layt shern zikh ale op. der 
general-shtab fun der royter armey hot shabes 
inderfri aroysgegebn a bafel, az yeder 
militerman, on untershid fun rang, muz zayn glat 
opgeshoyrn un derfar zaynen dos ale ofizirn azoy 
gezesn un geshtanen un gevart in der ray. 
 
ikh kum fun der arbet un in shtub iz freylekh. 
yeder fun der familye iz tsufridn: a briv fun 
bruder. 
 

Sabbath, June 20. The day is bathed in warm rays 
of the sun. 
 
 
The air is stuffy. The streets are almost empty. 
Every now and then someone walks by, fanning 
his face with a handkerchief. The workers are 
working as usual. However, the barbershops are 
full of officers and commissars. All are waiting in 
line to sit on the shaving chair and get under the 
hair clippers. Everyone asks, what's going on that 
there are so many officers in the barbershop in 
the middle of the Sabbath? And everyone gets 
shorn clean! The colonel is also among the 
waiting people and his short gray hair gets shorn 
smooth.  
"What‘s that?", all passers-by  asked each other; 
but nobody knew an answer. 
 
Finally, in the afternoon, the shtetl already has 
realized why the military people were all 
shearing off: Sabbath in the morning, the General 
Staff of the Red Army had issued the order that 
every military man, without distinction of rank, 
must be shorn clean, and therefore all officers 
were sitting there or standing in line, waiting. 
 
I’m coming from work and there is a happy mood 
in the living room. Everyone in the family is 
happy: a letter from my brother has arrived! 
 

 



ikh shtey un vash zikh, kumt arayn a militsyoner, 
Motele Roytbard, un git mir a tsetl, ikh zol zikh 
teykef meldn in voyenkom (shtab). (1) 
 
 
ikh loyf glaykh aroys oyf der gas un tref fil 
bakante khaveyrim, velkhe loyfn oykh mit di 
zelbe tsetlekh in voyenkom arayn. un keyner 
veyst nisht nokh(!) vos men ruft. nor glaykh, vi 
mir zay- 

While standing and washing myself, a militiaman, 
Motele Roitbard, enters and gives me a note: I 
am to report immediately to the 
"Voyenkom"(head quarter) (1). 
 
I, immediately, go out into the street and meet 
many familiar comrades who also enter the 
'voyenkom' with the same slips of paper. No one 
knows why we are called. But as soon as we  

 
(1)"voyenkom" (voyenkomat-военкомат)- means military commissar. However, to concretize the Russian term, the author puts behind it 
the Yiddish word "shtab" in brackets, which means "headquarters"/  "voyenkom" (voyenkomat-военкомат)- oznacza komisarza 
wojskowego. Aby jednak skonkretyzować rosyjski termin, autor umieszcza po nim w nawiasie jidyszowe słowo "sztab", które oznacza 
"kwaterę". 
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nen ongekumen- hobn mir shoyn dervust. ale 
reservistn zaynen gerufn oyf ibungen, velkhe 
darfn forkumen in Shalker vald.  
glaykh bavayzn zikh etlekhe leytenantn, velkhe 
brengen mit zikh a tsendlik biksn un granatn, 
koylnvarfers un mashin-gever. 
mir marshirn glaykh op in vald un dos ershte vert 
gehaltn a rede fun oyber-leytenant vegn der 
politisher lage: mir darfn zayn greyt tsum haltn a 
biks in hant. di letste verter zayne tsu undz 
zaynen geven: 
-khaveyrim, oyb itst vet fun undz rinen mer 
shveys, vet in tsayt fun krig rinen fun undz 
veyniker blut. 

get inside, we do know! All reservists have been 
called up for exercises, which will take place in 
the Shalker Forest. Right after that, quite a few 
lieutenants appear, carrying 10 rifles, grenades 
and two different types of machine guns.  
 
We, immediately, march off into the forest, and 
first of all, the chief lieutenant gives a speech on 
the political situation: Thus, we have to be 
prepared to hold a rifle in our hands. And his last 
words to us are: 
"Comrades, the more sweat that runs from us 
now, the less blood will run from us in war!" 
 

 



di ibungen hobn zikh fartsoygn biz 12 azeyger in 
der nakht. yeder iz geven toyt-mid. di fis hobn 
zikh gevaklt. mir zaynen ale zikh tsegangen 
aheym  un glaykh arayngefaln in di betn. 
6 azeyger inderfri klapt men in tir. ikh efn. es 
bavayzt zikh vider a militsyoner un git mir a nay 
tsetl: 7 azeyger inderfri darf ikh zayn oyfn feld. 
a bafel iz a bafel un men muz im oysfiln, trots 
dem vos di fis viln nit vider mitmakhn azelkhe 
shvere ibungen, vi mir hobn gehat nekhtn fun 6 
biz 12. 
 
oyf di gasn-a bavegung. ale loyfn farshlofene in 
der rikhtung tsum feld. ven mir zaynen-a grupe 
yidn un kristn-ongekumen oyfn feld hobn shoyn 
oyf undz gevart drey komandirn, velkhe hobn 
glaykh fartseykhnt ver es iz gekumen. zibn 
azeyger zaynen shoyn oyf dem grinem feld, vos iz 
nokh geven ibergetsoygn mit toy, geshtanen 
etlekhe hundert yugntlekhe un gevart oyf a bafel. 
der frimorgn iz geven zeyer a sheyner. di zun hot 
shoyn gut gevaremt. der himl-tif-bloy, mit kleyne, 
vayser flekn badekt. di luft arum iz frish 
shmekedik. 
 
es kumt a bafel fun komandir, az yeder zol zikh 
avekzetsn oyfn groz. dan kumt vider an araynfir 
vegn der lage un az men darf zikh greytn un az 
mir darfn kenen bahershn a biks un a granat. 
es vern glaykh farteylt fir grupes. yeder grupe hot 
ir komandir. shnel marshirn shoyn ale in marsh. 
abisl loyfn un faln 

The exercises lasted until 12 o'clock at night. 
Everyone was dead tired. Our legs were shaky. 
We parted and went home, and immediately fell 
into our beds. 
At 6 o'clock in the morning there is a knock on 
the door. I open it. Again, it is a militiaman who 
gives me a new note: At 7 a.m., I have to be in 
the field! An order is an order, and one must 
obey, even if the legs do not want to go through 
such heavy exercises again, as we did last 
evening from 6 to 12. 
 
There is already a lot of movement in the streets: 
Everyone is sleepily walking towards the field. 
When we, a group of Jews and Christians, arrive 
at the field, three commanders are already 
waiting for us, who immediately register who has 
come. At seven o'clock, on the green, still dew-
covered field, several hundred young people are 
already standing and waiting for their order. This 
early morning is very beautiful. The sun is already 
warming, the sky is deep blue and covered with 
small white spots. The air is fresh and fragrant. 
 
 
We receive the order from the commander that 
we should all sit down in the grass. And again, 
the current situation is pointed out - that’s why 
we have to be prepared and must  master the 
use of rifles and grenades. We are divided into 
four groups, each with a commander. Quickly, 
everyone starts marching. After that, a little bit 
of running and falling. 
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oyfshteyn un vider faln un azoy etlekhe mol biz 
shvere tropns shveys hobn zikh bavizn oyf di 
bakn, noz un shtern. dan kumt varfn granatn. bay 
yedn iz shoyn dos hemd tsugeklept tsum leyb. 
azoy zaynen mir gegangen, gelofn, gefaln, 
gevorfn granatn biz neyn azeyger. 
 
plutsung vern undzere ibungen ibergerisn durkh 
an umbakantn roysh vos trogt zikh fun unter di 
volkns. yeder fareyst dem kop, haltndik di hant 
oyfn shtern un mir zeen a veysn avyon vos flit 
iber undzere kep, tif in himl. 

"Stand up! And fall again!“, and so it goes many 
times, until there are heavy drops of sweat on 
our cheeks, noses and foreheads. Then, throwing 
grenades follows. All of us already have our shirts 
stuck to our bodies. And so we go, running, 
falling, throwing grenades, until 9 am.  
 
Suddenly, our exercises are interrupted by an 
unknown sound coming from behind the clouds. 
Everyone jerks their heads up, holding their 
hands on their foreheads, and we spot a white 
airplane flying high in the sky above our heads. 

 



eyner fregt baym tsveytn, vos iz dos far an avyon, 
nor undzer komandir bashtetikt glaykh, az dos iz 
undzerer, a rusisher un heyst vayter forzetsn di 
ibungen. 
nor plutslung hert zikh a langer shos fun mashin-
gever un groye knoyln roykh blaybn hengen in 
derl uftn. 
 
-vos iz dos far a shiseray? fregn mir baym 
komandir. 
er entfert beyz, az dos makhn undzere ibungen 
un heybt on tsu shrayen, az mir zoln shnel vayter 
marshirn. 
nor plutsung zet men vi es loyfn tsvey 
roytarmeyer in der rikhtung tsu undz. zey zaynen 
ongeton in fuler krigs-greytkeyt. eyner loyft tsu 
tsu undzer komandir un blaybt shteyn etlekhe 
minut, zayn ponim iz vays. di tsung bavegt zikh 
aroyf un arop. di brust heybt zikh bay im mit a 
shneln tempo. er redt mit opgehakte verter, 
shnel: 
--khaver, es iz krig! 
der komandir git zikh a ris fun ort un heybt on 
loyfn tsuzamen mit di iberike. er varft tsu undz 
etlekhe verter: 
khaveyrim zayt greyt! es iz gekumen der moment 
fun farteydikn undzere grenetsn! 
un er iz shnel avekgelofn.  
 
mir ale zaynen shteyn geblibn oyf di erter vi 
farglivert. shnel heybn zikh on tsu bavegn eynike 
khaveyrim in der rikhtung fun shtetl. ikh loyf 
oykh mit mit alemen. a shtarker geroysh fun 

We ask each other what kind of aircraft this is, 
but our commander, immediately, confirms that 
it is ours, a Russian one, and orders us to 
continue our exercises. 
However, suddenly, we hear a machine-gun 
salvo, and large clouds of smoke are lingering in 
the air. 
 
"What is this shooting?" we ask the commander.  
 
He replies angrily that this comes from our 
maneuvers and starts shouting that we should 
march on quickly. 
But suddenly, we see two Red Army soldiers 
running in our direction. They are dressed in full 
war gear. One runs to our commander and stays 
there for a few minutes. His face is white, his 
tongue is rising and falling, he is breathing 
frantically. He talks fast, with choppy words: 
 
 
"Comrade, it's war!" 
The commander leaves the place with a jerk and 
runs along with the others, throwing a few words 
at us: 
"Comrades, be ready! The moment is here to 
defend our borders!"  
And quickly he runs away. 
 
At first, we all stand still as if frozen. But quickly a 
few comrades start to run in the direction of the 
shtetl, and I also run along. A loud sound of tanks 
reaches us, and when we arrive at the 



tanken dertrogn zikh tsu undz un az mir zaynen 
aroyfgekumen oyfn mark-plats, hobn shoyn di 
tanken geyogt eyner nokhn andern in der 
rikhtung tsu Bialystok. der polkovnik iz geshtanen 
mit a royt fendl in hant un men hot gezen 

marketplace, the tanks are already chasing, all 
one after the other, in the direction of Bialystok. 
 
The colonel is standing with a red flag in his 
hand, 
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vi di tseyn zaynen bay im fest farshtshemet. 
yeder glid hot zikh bay im bazunder bavegt. 
er shrayt: shneler, shneler, foroys! foroys! un es 
yogn di tanken eyner nokhn tsveytn iberlozndik 
gerdikhte knoyln groyen shtoyb, vos falt oyf di 
arumike blase mentshn, vos heybn nisht on tsu 
visn vos do kumt for. 
 
in a halber sho arum hot shoyn yeder gevust, az 
Daytshland iz bafaln dem ratnfarband. 
oyf a slup fun der elektrisher balaykhtung, in 
mitn mark, iz gehangen a hoykh-reyder, arum 
velkhn es hobn zikh itst gezamlt shvartse mengen 
mentshn, haltndik ongeshtrengt di oyern. dervayl 
hert zikh a shtile, opgehakte muzik un bald vert 
di muzik ibergerisn un der spiker meldet, az 
Molotov vet bald haltn a rede. in etlekhe minut 
arum hert zikh vider di shtim fun spiker velkher 
meldet un git dos vort Molotov. 
 
mir derhern a tsiterndike, shtile shtime, velkhe iz 
ongefilt mit troyer. der mark iz shvarts fun 
mentshn. alt un ying, froyen un kinder- alts 
shteyt arum, haltndik di blikn gevendet tsu der 

his teeth visibly clenched firmly.  
Each of its limbs moves in a special way.  
He shouts, "Faster, faster, ahead! Ahead!" And 
the tanks chase one after the other, leaving 
behind dense gray clouds of dust that fall on the 
pale people standing around, who do not even 
suspect what is going on.  
 
After half an hour, everyone is already informed 
that Germany has invaded the Soviet Union. On a 
pole of the electric lighting, in the middle of the 
market, is hanging a loudspeaker, around which 
now have gathered black crowds of people, 
straining their ears. Meanwhile, we hear a soft, 
choppy music, but soon, the music is interrupted 
by a speaker, announcing that Molotov is about 
to give a speech. After a few minutes, the voice 
that gives the floor to Molotov, answers again.  
 
 
We hear a shaky, quiet voice, filled with sadness. 
The market is black with people. Old and young, 
women and children - all stand around, their 
eyes turned to the black "bugle". Everyone likes 

 



shvartser trube.  yeder vil zayn hekher fun 
tsveytn un shnel oyfkhapn di verter. 
mir hern: 
„Birger un birgerins fun ratnfarband! mener un 
Froyen! haynt 3 azeyger banakht hobn di 
daytshishe fashistishe banditn ongegrifn undzere 
fridlekhe grenetsn on keyn shum krigs-
derklerung. fashistishe avyonen hobn glaykh 
gevorfn bombes oyf undzere fridlekhe shtet, vi 
Bialystok, Grodne, Minsk, Kiev, Kharkov, Odes un 
fil andere. undzer regirung hot ongeshtrengt ale 
kreftn oyf oystsumeydn a blut-fargisung. undzer 
folk iz greyt un antshlosn tsu farteydikn yedn 
shpan erd bizn zig iber der banditisher, 
fashistisher armey. oyf ale frontn zaynen undzere 
armeyen ariber in a kegn-ongrif un in eynike 
erter adurkhgebrokhn di grenetsn. 
birger un birgerins! ale tsum gever! yeder 
farteydikt zayn 

to be higher than the other to quickly catch the 
words. We hear: 
 
"Citizens of the Soviet Union! Men and women! 
Today, at 3 o'clock in the night, the German 
fascist bandits attacked our peaceful borders, 
without any declaration of war. Fascist planes 
immediately dropped bombs on our peaceful 
cities, such as Bialystok, Grodno, Minsk, Kiev, 
Kharkov, Odessa and many others.  
Our government has mustered all its forces to 
avoid bloodshed.  
Our people are ready and determined to defend 
every sliver of earth until the victory over the 
bandit fascist army! Our armies have 
counterattacked on all fronts and have broken 
through the borders in some places. Citizens and 
citizens! All to the gun! Everybody  
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shtot un dorf! mit undz iz der internatsyonaler 
arbeterklas! mit undz iz der zig! 
 
es hert zikh der „internatsyonal“ un der hilkher 
blaybt shtil. yederer blaybt shteyn vi farglivert. di 
fis zaynen tsugevaksn gevorn tsu di shteyner. a 
tifer zifts rayst zikh aroys bay yedn un blaybt 
hengen in der heyser, arumiker luft, velkhe iz itst 

has to defend his city and his village! With us is 
the International Working Class! With us is 
victory!"  
The "Internationale" is heard, and then the 
loudspeaker is silent. Everyone stops as if frozen, 
as if their feet were fused to the stones. A deep 
sigh escapes from each, gets caught in the hot air 
of the surroundings, now filled with the smell of 

 



ongefilt mitn reyekh fun benzin un mit shtoyb. es 
hert zikh vider a royshn fun an avyon. di milits 
shrayt: shnel yeder in zayn voynung! 
 
un mitamol hert zikh dos fayfn fun der sirene, 
velkhe shteyt oyfn dakh fun hekhstn moyer. es 
trogn zikh opgehakte klangen, vos varfn on a 
pakhed oyf der bafelkerung. der avyon flit tsvey 
mol arum ibern shtetl un farshvindt in der bloyer 
vayskeyt in der rikhtung tsu Grodne. 
di gasn zaynen vider shvarts fun mentshn. oytos 
loyfn hin un tsurik. di roytarmeyer zaynen 
tsetrogn un beyz. 
fun shtab kumt a bafel: Mobilizatsye! 
 
yeder bakumt a tsetl un muz shoyn shteyn leben 
shtab. oykh mayn yorgang vert gerufn. di 
geveynerayen zaynen groyse. froyen loyfn arum 
mit farbrokhene hent un shrayen: „mayn man!“, 
„mayn kind“. 
 
vider di zelbe stsenes vi mit anderhalbn yor 
tsurik. 
finf azeyger zaynen shoyn ale gerufene mentshn 
geshtanen greyt tsum opmarshirn. es filt zikh a 
groyse tsetumlung in shtab un milits. yeder iz 
beyz un tsetrogn. di yorgeng 1921, 1922 un 1923 
vern mobilizirt oyf tsu farteydikn dos shtetl. 
yeder fun undz bakumt a biks. mir shteyen shoyn 
bay der milits un yeder fun undz halt shoyn epes 
in hant. mir vern farteylt in kleyne grupes un 
yeder grupe bakumt a soldat fun der royter 
armey. der soldat iz der komandir fun der grupe. 

gasoline and with dust. We hear the roar of an 
airplane again. The militia yells, "Quick, everyone 
to their homes!" 
 
And suddenly, the siren, which is on the roof of 
the highest stone house, starts whistling. Its 
choppy sounds evoke terror in the population. 
The plane flies two rounds over the shtetl and 
disappears on the blue-white horizon towards 
Grodno. The streets are black with people again. 
Trucks drive there and back. The Red Army 
soldiers are disturbed and angry.  
There, an order from the headquarters: 
MOBILIZATION! 
 
Everyone receives a slip of paper and must place 
themselves next to the headquartes. My age 
group is also called. A great wailing begins. 
Women run around screaming: "My husband! 
My child!" 
 
It's the same scenes as a year and a half ago. 
At 5 o'clock all the drafted people are already 
ready to march off. There is great confusion at 
the headquarters and militia. Everyone is angry 
and upset.  
The 1921,1922 and 1923 cohorts are mobilized 
to defend our shtetl. Each of us is given a rifle. 
We are now standing next to the militia, and 
each of us is already holding something in his 
hand. We are divided into small groups, each of 
which is assigned a Red Army soldier who is the 
commander of the group. We receive orders to 



mir bakumen a bafel tsu geyn tsum poylishn 
koshtshyol tsu farhitn, az men zol nisht rabirn vos 
dort gefint zikh.  
undzer grupe tseylt 12 perzon yidn un kristn. mir 
geyen tsum koshtshyol. di shlislen zaynen baym 
komandir. yedn eynem iz shtreng farbotn 
aroyftsugeyn oyfn shetekh arum koshtshyol afile 
dem kshyondz iz dos oykh farbotn. 
 
yede tsvey sho bayt zikh 

go to the Polish church to prevent anything from 
being looted from it.  
 
Our group includes 12 people, among them Jews 
and Christians. So we go to the Catholic church; 
the keys are held by our commander. Everyone, 
including the priest, is strictly forbidden to enter 
the area around the church. 
 
Every two hours the guard is changed,  
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di vakh un in der tsayt ken yederer geyn in shtot 
un helfn baym voyenkom. 
 
di etlekhe yorgeng vos men hot mobilizirt, hot 
men opgefirt, in geshlosene rayen, oyfn veg tsu 
Groys Berstavits, 14 kilometer fun undzer shtetl.  
 
di nakht  iz tsugefaln. ikh hob farendikt mayn 
vakh un ikh ker zikh um aheym. di gasn zaynen 
shoyn pust un an umet filt zikh arum. fun tsayt 
tsu tsayt loyfn farbay etlekhe oytos. dos likht iz 
maskirt. alts loyft in der zelber rikhtung tsu der 
leder-fabrik. ikh vil zen un hern tsi mir veln 
morgn arbetn oder nisht. di fabrik arbet. di 
mashinen royshn. di fentster zaynen shoyn 
farshtelt mit shvartse diktn. 
 
 

and in that time anyone can go into the city and 
help at the 'voyenkom'(headquarters).  
 
The few age groups that were mobilized are led 
away in closed rows to Gross-Berstavitz, 14 km 
away from our shtetl. 
 
Night has fallen. I have finished my watch and am 
going back home. The streets are already empty 
and there is a melancholy mood. Every now and 
then a few vehicles drive by, their headlights 
covered. All of them are moving in the same 
direction, towards the leather factory. I want to 
know if we will work tomorrow or not. The 
factory is in operation, its machines roaring. The 
windows are already covered with black 
cardboard.  
 

 



ikh kum arayn in fabrik. der direktor, Fridman, un 
der tekhneruk, Lyevit, kumen mir antkegn un 
gibn mir a farordenung optsufarbn ale elektrishe 
lompn oyf grin. ikh blayb shoyn in fabrik un shtel 
zikh arbetn. di ponimer baym direktor un 
tekhneruk zaynen tsetrogn. di oygn royt. ikh 
arbet biz inderfri un ale elektrishe lompn zaynen 
shoyn opgefarbt.  
 
ven ikh hob, tsvey azeyger banakht, gedarft geyn 
oyf mayn vakh-postn, bin ikh farhaltn gevorn fun 
patruln, velkhe hobn bay mir gefodert a 
derloybenish tsu geyn itst in gas. 
di bavegung fun tanken, oytos un mototsikletn iz 
geven fil shtarker vi baytog. alts hot geyogt in 
eyn un der zelber rikhtung.  
 
der himl iz oysgeshternt, di luft iz kil. a kleyn vintl 
geyt durkh iber di vareme shteyner fun bruk un 
heybt in der luft gedikhte volkns groyes shtoyb. 
di heyzer zaynen ayngehilt in a shvartskeyt. keyn 
shpur fun likht zet zikh nisht. alts iz ayngetunken 
in khoyshekh.  
 
di oygn klepn zikh bay mir fun midkeyt. ikh gey 
tsurik in fabrik un bashlis tsu vartn biz es vet 
likhtik vern, ikh zol kenen geyn ibernemen di 
vakh. 
dervayl khap ikh a driml oyfn hartn arbets-tish, 
unterleygndik a pekl fartike leder tsukopns. 
baginen  iz tsu mir tsugekumen der tekhneruk, 
Lyevit, un hot 

I enter the factory. The director, Fridman, and 
the technologist, Lievit, meet me and give me the 
order to color all the electric lamps green. So I 
stay in the factory and start working. The faces of 
the director and the technologist look upset, 
their eyes are red. I work until early morning, and 
all the electric lamps have been already colored.  
 
 
When I had to go to my guard post at 2 o'clock in 
the night, I was stopped by patrols who 
demanded special permission from me to be on 
the street now. The movement of tanks, trucks, 
and motorcyclists was much stronger than during 
the day. Everyone was hastening away in a single 
direction. 
 
The sky is starry, the air is cool, a small wind 
blows over the warm stones of the pavement, 
lifting dense clouds of gray dust into the air. The 
houses are shrouded in blackness, no trace of a 
light can be seen, everything is shrouded in 
darkness. 
 
My eyes are sticky with fatigue. I go back to the 
factory and decide to wait until it gets light  
so I can go to the changing of the guard. 
 
Meanwhile, I take a nap on the hard work table, 
placing a bundle of finished leather pieces under 
my head. At dawn, the technologist, Lievit, 
comes to me and  
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mir gemoldn, az er muz farlozn di fabrik un 
opfarn tsum front tsuzamen mitn direktor. 
 
ikh freg im:-khaver tekhneruk, vos iz geshen? 
farvos fort ir avek? ver vet vayter arbetn? 
-di sho  iz ernst, entfert er mir. mir muzn 
aynhaltn dem front. in eynike erter iz undzer 
front gebrokhn gevorn. der soyne iz in shtarkn 
ongrif. di fabrik lozn mir iber un ir vet vayter 
arbetn. mir veln shteyn mit aykh in telefonisher 
farbindung. 
 
 
oysherndik di reyd fun tekhneruk, bashlis ikh 
aroystsugeyn oyf der gas, hern vos es kumt for 
arum. 
 
der zeyger iz 8 inderfri. di arbeter zaynen shoyn 
bay der arbet, vi ale tog. yeder iz abisl 
farkhmuret oyfn ponem. ikh greyt tsu farb un gey  
aroys oyfn mark. der gantser mark iz farshtelt mit 
mentshn. leben shtab shteyt etlekhe oytos, oyf 
velkhe es vern gelozn groyse, dike bikher fun 
shtab-arkhiv. der alter polkovnik iz tsetrogn. er 
loyft shnel arayn un aroys. 
 
keyner veyst nisht vos do kumt for. di milits un 
N.K.V.Dzaynen ale oyfn mark, yederer iz 

informs me that he must leave the factory and go 
off to the front, together with the director. 
 
I ask him, "Comrade technologist, what 
happened? Why are you leaving? Who will 
continue to work here?" 
"The situation is serious," he answers me, "we 
must control the front! In some places our front 
has been broken, the enemy is attacking 
strongly. We leave the factory and you will 
continue to work! We will be in telephone 
communication with you!" 
 
After listening to the technologist's speech, I 
decide to go out on the street to hear what's 
going on around us. 
 
It is 8 o'clock in the morning. The workers are 
already at work, as they are every day. Their 
faces all look a little somber. I prepare more 
dyeing and go out to the market. The whole 
market is crowded with people. Next of the 
headquarters are several vehicles on which large, 
thick books from the headquarters archive are 
loaded. The old colonel is upset. He hastily runs 
in and out.  
Nobody knows what‘s going on. The militia and 
the NKVD. ( People‘s Commissariat for Internal 
Affairs) are all in the marketplace; everyone is 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

im:-khaver


tsetrogn. do kumt an oyto fun velkhn es shteygn 
oys etlekhe leytenantn un fregn oyfn shpitol.  
 
 
oyf a tsveytn oyto lign eyns leben s’andere, 
ayngeviklt in dekes, etlekhe farvundete. zeyere 
ponimer zaynen veys vi kalkh. zey kumen itst fun 
front. itst iz shoyn klor, az der front iz noent. di 
oytos vos zaynen geshtanen leben shtab, zaynen 
opgeforn in der rikhtung tsu Grodne. 
der polkovnik iz aroys fun shtab un  iz 
avekgegangen in der rikhtung fun mark, vos iz itst 
geven ful mit mentshn.  
 
yeder hot gevendet zayn blik tsum polkovnik. er 
iz shteyn geblibn leben an oyto, vos iz itst 
gekumen tsu forn. oyfn oyto zaynen gelegn 
farvundete soldatn. er redt shnel un tsetrogn 
mitn leytenant un geyt mit shnele trit tsurik tsum 
shtab. 
in etlekhe minut arum iz shoyn der polkovnik 
gezesn oyfn oyto, arum velkhn es hobn zikh 
gezamlt a sakh mentshn. 
 
eyner fregt baym polkovnik:-khaver polkovnik, 
vos hert 

distracted. A truck arrives and quite a few 
lieutenants get out of it, asking for directions to 
the hospital. 
 
On a second truck, several wounded lie next to 
each other, wrapped in blankets. Their faces are 
chalky white. They are coming from the front - 
and now, everyone realizes that the front is near! 
Meanwhile, the trucks that were standing next of 
the headquarters have left in the direction of 
Grodno. The colonel leaves the headquarters, 
walking towards the market, which is now full of 
people. 
 
Everyone has their eyes on the colonel. He stops 
next to a truck that has just arrived. On this truck 
are lying wounded soldiers. He talks quickly and 
excitedly with the lieutenant and then walks with 
quick steps back to the headquarters. 
 
After a few minutes, the colonel is already sitting 
on a truck, around which many people have 
gathered.  
 
One of them asks the colonel: 
"Comrade Colonel, what is heard  
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men oyfn front? vo azoy zet oys di lage? vos 
darfn mir itst ton? 

at the front? Whats the situation? What should 
we do now?" 

 



 
er varft a tsetrogenem blik oyfn ongezamltn 
oylem un entfert: ir darft farteydikn ayer shtetl, 
yeder mit a biks in hant un afile mit a meser. 
froyen un kinder-ale darfn kemfn far yedn hoyz. 
mir hobn a bafel tsu farlozn dos shtetl un tsu forn 
tsum front. 
 
der oyto rirt fun ort. dem polkovniks blikn faln 
oyf yedn vos shteyt arum:-tsum viderzen zikh 
khaveyrim! zayt heldn! farteydikt yedn shpan!- 
dos zaynen geven di letste verter fun polkovnik, 
velkher iz opgeforn tsum front. 
der komandir fun undzer grupe iz oykh in dem 
zelbn tog opgeforn un undzer grupe iz biz montik 
8 in ovnt tetik geven. es iz shoyn nisht geven 
keyn distsiplin. der direktor un tekhneruk zaynen 
shoyn opgeforn.  
 
di arbeter arbetn nisht mer. di fabrik iz bavakht 
fun arbeter. 

 
He casts an upset glance at the assembled 
audience and replies: "You must defend your 
shtetl! Everyone with a rifle in hand, even with a 
knife! Women and children - everyone must fight 
for each house! We follow the order to leave the 
shtetl and go to the front!" 
 
The vehicle moves from the spot. The colonel's 
eyes fall on everyone, standing around:  
"Comrades! Be heroes! Defend every sliver!" 
These are the last words of the colonel, who has 
now left for the front. 
The commander of our group also left the same 
day, and our group was still active until 8 pm on 
Monday. But there was no discipline anymore. 
The director and technologist- had already 
departed.  
 
Now the workers are no longer working, but they 
guard the factory. 
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Monday, the Second Day of the War 

 
 
dos shtetl iz shoyn in shrek un pakhed(Entsetzen) 
farn morgn. yeder fregt eyner baym tsveytn:  
vos iz geshen mit der shtarker royter armey? vu 
zaynen ale avyonen? 
 
fun tsayt tsu tsayt flit farbay an avyon, ober a 
daytshisher. di luft iz shoyn bahersht fun 
daytshishe avyonen, velkhe flien niderik un 
bashisn yedn tank un yedn oyto. 
Montik, 10 azeyger banakht, vert a shtarke 
bavegung fun tanken, oytos un fusgeyer. ale 
loyfn farshvitst un tsetrogn, beyz. eyner shrayt 
oyfn tsveytn. di shteyner fun bruk zaynen 
aroysgeshprungen un valgern zikh arum unter di 
shvere, shtolene keytn fun di tanken. di soldatn 
fregn oyfn veg keyn Minsk. 
 
 keyner blaybt nisht shteyn. yeder loyft shnel. ot 
zet men vi a tank iz geblibn shteyn. royte 
fayertsungen zetsn fun zayne rern un in etlekhe 
minut arum khapn di flamen arum dem mark. 
dos fayer vert greser un greser. drey royrarmeyer 
loyfn shnel aroys fun di flamen un shrayen 

 
The whole shtetl is in fear of what is to come. 
Everyone asks the other: 
 "What happened to the strong Red Army? 
Where are all the planes?" 
 
From time to time a plane flies by, but a German 
one. The airspace is already dominated by 
German planes, which in low flight bombard 
every tank and every vehicle. Monday evening, at 
10 pm, there is a strong movement of tanks, 
trucks and pedestrians. All run sweaty, upset and 
angry. One shouts at the other. The stones of the 
pavement are jumped out, lying around under 
the heavy steel tracks of the tanks. The soldiers 
ask for the way to Minsk.  
 
 
No one stops, everyone just moves forward 
quickly. A tank has stopped there! Red tongues 
of fire burst from its 'pipes' and after a few 
minutes, the flames are already spreading 
around the market. The fire is getting bigger and 
bigger. Three Red Army soldiers quickly rush out 
of the flames and shout  
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tsu di mentshn vos zaynen zikh ongelofn:  
 
antloyft, antloyft, bald veln oyfraysn snaryadn! 
un glaykh nokh di verter, hobn zikh derhert 
etlekhe shtarke ufraysn. in a halber sho arum iz 
dos fayer ayngeshtilt gevorn fun di shtotishe 
fayerlesher. nor di bavegung vert mit yeder 
minut alts shtarker un shtarker. 
 
di nakht iz shoyn keyner bay undz in shtub nisht 
geshlofn. yeder iz geshtanen bay a fentster un 
gekukt in der nakht arayn, vi es loyft di tanken un 
varfn fun zikh lange fayer-tsungen in der 
fintsternish. azoy zaynen mir ale opgeshtanen 
bay di fentster biz es hobn zikh bavizn groye pasn 
oyfn himl, un di groykeyt iz gevordn heler un 
heler biz es iz gevorn likhtik arum. 
 
ikh gey in gas. es bavayzn zikh mentshn mit 
farshlofene oygn; men fregt eyns baym andern, 
vos vet zayn vayter, es iz shoyn der driter tog fun 
krig.  
 
di milits un N.K.V.D. zaynen gepakt tsu farlozn di 
shtot. keyner veyst nisht vu s’iz der front. 
mentshn, durkhgeyer, vos kumen fun Bialystoker 
shosey, zogn, az di Daytshn zaynen noent, ober 
keyner veyst nisht vu.  
 

to the people who come running:  
 
"Run away, run away, artillery rounds are about 
to crash in!" And right after these words, we hear 
several strong impacts. After half an hour, the 
fire is extinguished by the municipal fire fighters. 
But the movement is getting stronger with each 
passing minute. 
 
That night no one from our parlor slept. 
Everyone stood at the window and looked into 
the night, how the tanks were passing by and 
throwing long tongues of fire  into the darkness. 
So we all stood at the windows until gray streaks 
appeared in the sky, getting brighter and brighter 
until it was as bright as day everywhere. 
 
 
I go out into the street, where people with sleepy 
eyes ask each other how things will be. 
It is already the third day of the war.  
 
 
The militia and the NKVD have finished packing 
to leave the city. No one knows where the front 
is. People, passers-by, coming from the 
Bialystoker highway, say that the Germans are 
close, only no one knows where exactly.  
 

 



ot kumt on an oyto, oyf velkhn es zitst un 
shteyen gepakt froyen un kleyne kinder. dos 
zaynen di froyen fun di roytarmeyer. es bavayzt 
zikh mit yeder minut mer un mer oytos, velkhe 
forn shnel in der zelber rikhtung, oyf Minsk. 
 
men zet loyfndik soldatn, velkhe haltn di shtivl 
oyf di akslen un loyfn barves. ot loyfn flier, velkhe 
hobn gelozt di avyonen in flamen oyfn 
Bialystoker aerodrom. 
 
di yugnt fun shtetl zamlt zikh oyfn mark un 
formirt grupes fun tsu 6-perzon, velkhe lozn zikh 
in veg arayn tsuzamen mit der loyfndiker armey. 
ikh bashlis tsu antloyfn tsuzamen mit nokh 
etlekhe khaveyrim. mir redn zikh op zikh tsu trefn 
oyfn mark-plats.  
 
yeder geyt tsu zikh aheym, mittsunemen esn 
oyfn veg. ikh kum tsu tsu der shtub. mayn mame 
zitst oyfn ganik un di oygn zaynen ir farveynt. zi 
zogt mir: mayn kind, vos veln mir 

There comes a truck, loaded with sitting and 
standing women and small children. These are 
the women of the Red Army soldiers. With each 
passing minute, more trucks arrive, all heading 
quickly in the same direction - to Minsk. 
 
Soldiers run by barefoot, carrying their boots on 
their shoulders. And there are running pilots who 
left their planes on fire at the Bialystok airport. 
 
 
The youth of the shtetl gather in the market and 
divide into groups of 6, which, joining the 
running army, set off. Together with a few more 
comrades, I also decide to flee. We agree to 
meet at the marketplace.  
 
 
Everyone goes to his home to take food for the 
way. I come into our parlor. My mother sits on 
the porch with teary eyes and says to me,  
"My child, what shall we … 

 



 
Drawing courtesy of the painter, Zdzislaw Nitka 
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itst ton? ze vi di royte armey tret op mit yeder 
minut alts mer un mer! 
-mame, zog ikh mit a tsiterndiker shtim, ikh vel 
avekgeyn tsuzamen mit der royter armey in der 
rikhtung tsu Minsk. 
 
-neyn, mayn kind, du zolst nisht geyn, blayb mit 
undz, entfert mir di muter mit a veynendiker 
shtim un trern glitshn zikh ir iber ire blase bakn. 
dos kleyne shvesterl Manyele (1), veynt oykh. ir 
hertsele bavegt zikh shtark. ire eygelekh kukn oyf 
mir un betn zikh: loz undz nisht iber, blayb mit 
undz! 
ikh gey arayn in tsveytn tsimer un trakht: vos zol 
ikh itst ton? zol ikh vartn biz di Daytshishe 
merder veln vider kumen? 
dan iz dokh undzer goyrl gekhasmet! tsi zol ikh 
avekgeyn mit nokh yunge khaveyrim un kemfn 
kegn di merder? es vilt zikh mir nit iberlozn 
mayne kranke eltern mit di kleyne kinder aleyn 
un blaybn mit zey biz di merder veln kumen un 
undz alemen umbrengen-vilt zikh oykh nisht. vos 
zol ikh ton? 
ikh bashlis avektsugeyn tsuzamen mit der royter 
armey un mit di khaveyrim velkhe vartn oyf mir 
oyfn mark. 
 
di mame zitst oyfn ganik mit Manyel(e)n (1) oyf 
di hent un veynt. 

do now? Just see, how the Red Army is retreating 
more and more with every passing moment!" 
"Mom," I say in a trembling voice, "I want to 
leave together with the Red Army to Minsk!" 
 
 
"No my child, you mustn't go, stay with us", my 
mother replies in a tearful voice, with tears 
streaming down her pale cheeks.  
My little sister Manyele (1) is also crying. Her 
small heart is beating very fast. Her eyes look at 
me pleading: Don't leave us behind, stay with us! 
 
I go into another room and think: What should I 
do now? Should I wait until the German 
murderers come back? 
But then our fate would be sealed! 
Shouldn't I better go away with other young 
comrades and fight against the murderers? I 
don't want to leave my sick parents alone with 
the little children - but I don't want to stay with 
them until the murderers come and kill us all! So 
what should I do? 
I decide, to leave together with the Red Army 
and the comrades who are waiting for me at the 
market. 
 
Mom sits on the porch, with Manyele (1) in her 
arms, and cries. 

 



der tate iz in gas. der yunger bruder arbet oyfn 
hoyf. er grobt a grub oyf tsu bahaltn zikh kegn a 
flier-ongrif. 
ikh loyf shnel arayn in kikh un nem epes mit tsu 
esn in a vayser torbe un mit tsiterndike trit gey 
ikh aroys durkh der hinter-tir un varf nokh dem 
letstn gezegenungs-blik oyf der muter un oyfn 
shvesterl. ikh shpring ariber a ployt un fun 
shkheynesdiker hoyf shtel ikh shnel trit tsum 
mark tsu. 
shkheynim bagleytn mikh mit di oygn. froyen 
vishn di trern mit tsiterndike hent. ot farlir ikh 
shoyn undzer shtub fun mayn blik un kum on 
oyfn mark-plats, vu es shteyen shoyn grupes, 
greyte in veg arayn. 

Dad is on the street. My young brother digs a pit 
as a shelter during air raids. 
 
I quickly go to the kitchen and take some food in 
a white sack, and with shaky steps I go out the 
back door, casting a last farewell glance at my 
mother and little sister. I jump over a fence, and 
from the neighboring yard I run with quick steps 
to the market. 
 
Neighbors follow me with their eyes. Women 
wipe their tears with trembling hands. 
Finally, our house disappears from my sight, and I 
arrive at the marketplace, where groups are 
already standing, ready to leave. 

(1) Later, she is called "Sonyele" 
 


